We gladly receive letters (which we may edit for length, style, and clarity).

_Pitt Med_
400 Craig Hall
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

Phone: 412-624-4358
Fax: 412-624-1021
E-mail: medmag@pitt.edu
http://pittmed.health.pitt.edu

For address corrections:
_Pitt Med Address Correction_
M-200K Scaife Hall
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15261
E-mail: medalum@medschool.pitt.edu

STEP RIGHT UP
Okay, maybe your life feels like a three-ring circus. But you can spare a minute to catch us up on your doings, right? Tell us about your career advancements, honors you’ve received, appointments, volunteer work, publications, and other death-defying acts. And we love to hear old Pitt memories. For instance, what’s the story with this uni-doc we found in Pitt’s 1970 _Hippocratean_? Quit clowning around and drop us a line at the contact info listed above, or friend us on Facebook at www.pittmedfb.pitt.edu/.

RECENT MAGAZINE HONORS

2012 AAMC Robert G. Fenley Writing Award
   Award for Excellence, Basic Science, Staff Writing
   (E. Vitone, “Mars and Venus Revisited”)

2011 CASE, District II
   Gold, Covers
   (“None of My Memories are My Own,” design by E. Cerri)

2011 CASE, District II
   Silver, Staff Writing

2011 IABC Golden Triangle
   Award of Excellence, Feature Writing
   (E. Vitone, “Mars and Venus Revisited”)

2011 IABC Golden Triangle
   Award of Honor, Magazines